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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter discusses the research's conclusion and suggestions. The

conclusion is based on the findings of the research question analysis. The purpose

of this suggestion is to provide information to the next researcher who wants to

conduct research in the same field.

5.1 Conclusions

Based on the findings and discussions in chapter IV, Lady Whistledown seems

like to used metaphor in her utterances. In the study done by the researcher, the

researcher used the theory that was proposed by Beekman and Callow (1974). The

metaphors found in Bridgerton movie series are Full Metaphor and Abbreviated

Metaphor. Abbreviated Metaphor then subdivided into 4 types; Type 1 wherein the

metaphor only topic and image are stated while the point of similarity is not. Type 2

when the topic is not being stated explicitly, left the image and point of similarity

explicitly stated. When it is only the image is being stated in a metaphor, it is

included in Type 3. And the last type, Type 4 is when point of similarity and part of

the image are implicit.

In this research, the researcher found 32 data. Abbreviated metaphor type 3

which is the most frequently used has 11 data, 10 data of abbreviated metaphor type 2,

7 data of abbreviated metaphor type 3, abbreviated metaphor type 4 has 3 data, and

the last is full metaphor with only 1 data. Following the writer's analysis of the types

of metaphor, the meaning of the metaphor was analyzed by looking at the context.
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5.2 Suggestion

Within this study, the researcher revealed two statements of metaphor; thoseare

types, and meaning. For the next researchers that have the same interest inthis

field of study, here are several advice:

1.There are many movies that may become the object of study. For the

next researcher may use another genre of movie. Such as action, science,

epic, horror, and others. But, it is better if the next researcher used another

object such as speech,picture, and advertisement.

2.The next researcher may analyze metaphor not only in term of verbal

but also in visual.

3. The next researcher may use another theory to develop metaphor that

will be analyzed in the study. Therefore the next researcher can understand

further and deeper about metaphor.
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